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The strength of the male lion has reached the late stage of Grandmaster, and can 

directly compete with the heads of some major sects in Biaolong Kingdom. 

The sword struck down with such power and destructive power that it was simply 

terrifying. 

In an instant, the hearts of Yan Buqi and others were in their throats. 

They were just afraid. What if Dustin couldn’t stop the lion’s attack and was killed by a 

sword? 

“Whoosh!” 

Looking at the huge sword light that struck his head, Dustin did not hesitate, raised his 

hand and raised his sword. 

A thick white sword light broke out of the sword in an instant and hit the red sword light 

with lightning speed. 

Dustin’s white sword light was only three feet long, while the lion’s red sword light was 

more than ten meters long. 

The duel between the two is like an ant attacking an elephant, with no chance of 

winning. 

However, no one expected that at the moment the two sides touched, Dustin’s white 

sword light easily broke through the lion’s red sword light. 

“boom!” 

There was a loud bang. 



The white sword light was like a bullet, piercing the red sword light in one fell swoop, 

and then crashed into the flying lion with all its strength. 

“What?!” 

The lion’s expression changed, and he immediately raised his giant sword to block. 

“Qiang!” 

The white sword light hit the giant sword heavily, sputtering out a large number of 

sparks. 

The powerful impact of its explosion also caused the lion to accelerate and fall to the 

ground. 

“Boom!” 

There was a muffled sound. 

The lion’s feet stepped on the ground and stepped out of a deep pit. 

With the pit as the center, cracks appeared on the floor with a radius of ten meters. 

“Damn it! You actually blocked it?” 

Seeing this scene, Xu Yang couldn’t help being surprised. 

When the lion’s giant sword struck down just now, it was as if Mount Tai was pressing 

down on him, and he had the illusion that Dustin was about to be crushed to pieces. 

Unexpectedly, Dustin raised his hand and raised his sword to easily resolve the crisis. 

“It’s not about blocking, it’s about forcing back!” 

Yan Buqi was surprised and delighted: “Brother Dustin’s sword just now didn’t have 

much power, but it was very solid. With a point of arrancar, it not only defeated the 

opponent’s attack, but also made him suffer the loss of silence!” 

Dustin’s performance refreshed their understanding again and again. 



Every time he encountered danger, the other party was able to turn the danger into 

safety and successfully stabilize the situation. 

It’s so hidden! 

“Get out of the way!” 

After driving back the lion with one sword, Dustin did not continue to pursue. Instead, he 

raised his sword and charged into the crowd, preparing to deal with the black-clad killers 

first. 

Otherwise, if the fight continues, the people on their side will probably suffer heavy 

losses. 

“court death!” 

When the two killers in black saw Dustin rushing towards him, they didn’t hesitate at all. 

They immediately raised their swords and stabbed him. 

The speed of the two men was extremely fast, and their sword moves were extremely 

fierce. The warriors around them couldn’t see clearly at all. They only felt that their eyes 

flickered, and the two afterimages just passed by. 

Facing the attack, Dustin did not dodge or dodge, he just raised his hand and waved his 

sword. 

Just two “clang” sounds were heard, and the swords thrust out by the two killers broke 

on the spot. 

“ah?” 

The two of them were stunned at the same time. Before they could react, Dustin’s 

second sword had penetrated their necks horizontally. 

“brush!” 

The shadow of the sword flashed past, and the two killers froze and stood on the spot. 



The next second, two heads rolled down from the shoulders, blood splattered 

everywhere. 

“Who dares to kill me? I will cut you into pieces!” 

Seeing that two capable generals were slaughtered, the lion roared again and again, 

kicked his feet violently, and rushed towards Dustin like a cannonball. 

 


